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Abstract: Major goal of malignant (cancer) genomics is to 

pinpoint which physically changed qualities are engaged with 

tumor commencement and movement. The goal of this paper is to 

speak to all focuses in a high dimensional source space by focuses 

in a low dimensional target space by natural neural systems and to 

discover subspace clustering adequately and proficiently. Here a 

mechanism is applied to identify the somatic mutational genes in 

the form of mutational patterns to categorize clusters. To achieve 

this target a model based clustering method SOM2C is applied  for 

effective clustering of high dimensional data. This proposed novel 

approach begins by taking 584 patients’ data from COSMIC, and 

processes the data and forms the somatic mutational genes in one 

cluster and non –cancerous cells in another cluster. The 

experimental results show breast cancerous related 

cancerous(somatic mutational) and non-cancerous clusters with  

classification accuracy. 

 

Index Terms: Somatic mutations, Breast cancer, SOM2C, 

mutational patterns. 

  

I. INTRODUCTION 

  Somatic cells increase changes all through life. These 

changes (mutations)can be grouped into those that present a 

specific preferred benefit on the cell, expanding survival or 

proliferation(purported ''driver'' transformat ions), which are 

specifically neutral, and those that are disadvantageous to the 

cell and result in its death or senescence. Tumor is one final 

result of somatic advancement, in which a solitary clonal 

lineage obtains a supplement of driver changes(mutations) 

that empowers the cells to avoid normal conditions on cell 

expansion, attack tissues, and spread to other 

organs[1].While the general standards of cancer 

advancement have been all around archived for a few decades 

(Cairns, 1975; Nowell, 1976), essential inquiries stay 

unanswered. Regardless we don't have precise evaluations of 

the quantity of changes required to drive a growth and 

whether this shifts widely crosswise over tumor composes or 

with various transformation rates (Martincorena and 

Campbell, 2015). Another investigation driven by IARC 
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(International Agency for Research on Cancer) at American 

Cancer Society, Breast cancer is one of the leading principal 

driving reasons for cancer demise in ladies in developed 

nations. Regardless of the way that cancer is preventable and 

treatable in preliminary stages, the tremendous number of 

patients are diagnosed with  tumor too late.  A blend of 

hereditary changes in tumor genes all together considered 

prompts the inception along with increment of mutational 

genes. The gene’s  patterns and their numbers are being 

changed.  By assessing these repetitive gene changes, more 

than four hundred genes have been distinguished as 

malignancy genes [2].  Oncogenes are the type of genes that 

inherently fortify individual cell development. These 

oncogenes  are modified by its function changes in cancer. 

These transformations upgrade the genes physiological 

exercises  that shouldn't be actuated under typical conditions. 

In this manner initiation of an allele is generally adequate and 

gives mutation development gain, which means the 

oncogenes are prevailing.  Oncogene’s initiation emerges 

from the gene enhancements (e.g. RB1 intensification in 

breast cancer), chromosomal dislocations in appropriate 

places (ex. BCL2 in B-cell lymphoma) otherwise point 

genetic changes (ex.TP53 in Sickle-Cell Anemia) and also 

the adjustments of gene structure making synthesized or 

fusion genes (ex. ETV6-NTRK3 in acute myeloid leukemia) 

which are additionally takes part in oncogene 

provocation[3].Another type of cancer-related genes needs 

the soothe of both alleles. This type of genes are called tumor 

suppressor genes. Their aim is to maintain the control of 

neoplastic development. Cells of numerous tumor suppressor 

genes will be protected from excessive development. 

Inadequacies in these tumor suppressor genes will prompt an 

assortment of cell changes, for example, abnormal 

development flagging, opposition of cell death, shirking of 

immune surveillance and reconstructed vitality metabolism 

systems, and in the end offers to tumor genesis, as initiation 

of oncogenes does . Cancer consists of minimum number of 

pathways, and mutations on various segments having a place 

with a similar pathway prompt similar phenotypes [4]. 

Initiation of gene changes are incorporated by oncogenic 

mutations in genes encoding the gene group EGFR, PTEN, 

SETD2 and TERT.In PIK3CA, if the mutations are 

provoked then the gene encodes p110α catalytic subpoint 

of P13K, which includes the amplification of P1K3CA  and 

loss of PTEN [5]. Whole gene changes prompt the 

mutational enactment of PTEN , bringing about expanded 

cell multiplication, development and existance. For the most 

part, mutation occasions inside the pathways are 

fundamentally unrelated, implying that mutations influencing 

a similar alleyway may not occur in the same patient[6].  
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The main projection of cancer-related gene alteration in 

malignancy gene structure(HRASG12V in  bladder 

carcinoma cell path) has been disseminated in 1982[7]. A set 

of frequently cancer malignancy genes were distinguished, 

for example, ABT1[8] RB1[9], TP53[10], ERBB2 , PTEN 

[11] . For instance, a standout amongst the most as often as 

possible changed oncogenes. The measure of somatic 

mutations in breast cancer is on a comparative scale and basic 

adjustments like codon sequence changes for each malignant 

tumor, where great mutation frequency may be credited to 

broad mutagenic introduction, for example, tobacco 

cancer-causing agents or bright like ultraviolet light. Among 

the somatic genetic changes in malignancy genomes, just a 

little portion really presents specific preferred advantage and 

adds to tumor genesis, named driver mutations, whereas the 

other type mutations are non-relevant traveler mutations . 

II. RELATED WORK  

Sampsahautaniemi clarified about the SOM, is equipped for 

finding certain naturally groups of  clusters, (2) different 

cluster algorithms are utilized to identify  an arrangement of 

genes  in order to classify the data, and (3) examination and 

representation of the impacts of various medications is direct 

with the Self Organizing Maps. In overall, the Self 

Organizing Maps gives a great organization to representation 

and investigation of quality microarray information, and is 

probably going to encourage extraction of naturally and 

medically valuable data in various case studies. In his study, 

he implemented SOM technique on data sets of breast cancer. 

Difference measure calculation for breast cancer 

informational set was correlation. Normally, the SOM 

appoints the genes which have same type articulation profile 

to a single cluster. Educator TeuvoKohonen built up the most 

well known neural system demonstrate, the Self Organizing 

Map (SOM).With the help of unsupervised learning 

techniques SOM  is learned to generate a less dimensional, 

individual  illustration of  data sets which  is named as a map. 

The self-organizing map follow the pathway is from upper to 

bring less-dimensional information space. In order to identify 

the node which is nearer to the weight vector, put the vector 

and relegate the path directions of that node, which was 

collected from the input data to the represented vector. Some 

of the disadvantages of  SOM need to predefine the extent of 

the grid, i.e., the number or  quantity of clusters, which is not 

familiar  for most of the cases. Christian Weichel built up a 

reception of the SOM algorithm to the Map Reduce 

programming paradigm,  in this way making SOMs 

processable on Cloud computing frameworks, subsequently 

opening them a field of potential new applications. Data 

mining is turning into very imperative and is a necessity of 

most extensive web applications which are commonly 

facilitated on a cloud infrastructure. SOMs have effectively 

been connected to that field and now completely coordinate 

into existing cloud structures[18]. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Since the most recent years, Breast cancer is one among the 

main causes  for demise. This Breast cancer disease turned 

into a common cancer type in ladies. On the off chance that 

the disease can be recognized early, the alternatives of 

treatment and the odds of aggregate recuperation will 

increment. A few endeavors have been dedicated to the 

change of breast cancer recognition in the populace. For 

instance, by means of screening efforts, breast 

self-examination introduction, clinical examinations, and so 

forth. The aftereffects of quite a while of research 

demonstrate that the principle test called mammography test 

which is utilized for primary recognition of breast cancer. 

Tiny groups of micro-organizations showing up as gathering 

of white dots on mammograms demonstrate an prior 

cautioning of the disease. The motivation behind this 

investigation is examination and perception of gene 

expression experiments on human malignancy utilizing the 

SOM. Kohonen et al  develops the Self-Organizing Map 

(SOM 1996), which is  a successful neurological networking 

system display for elucidation and the representation of high 

dimensional informational sets. This Technique changes over 

unpredictable, nonlinear statistical communications between  

more number of dimensional information into 

straightforward geometric communications for a 

few-dimensional data sets. SOM technique has been utilized 

before in forming different clusters of gene patterns and also 

in tumor data sets [12]. In any case, these examinations 

demonstrate that the Self Organizing Map is fit for searching 

naturally human growths varies from the examination of 

yeast or rich somewhat because of the way that our present 

learning on the science of yeast is substantially more 

progressed than that of human significant clusters, a large 

number of them don't completely use the perception abilities 

of Self Organizing Maps. What's more, investigation of gene 

patterns data found from the  person’s malignancy [13]. This 

paper  proposes  a hybrid technique which combines the 

advantages of  both techniques Self Organizing Map(SOM) 

and P3C (Projected Clustering via Cluster Cores)technique 

called SOM2C, which is  implemented for forming clusters 

of cancer mutational cells and normal noncancerous cells. 

SOM  is  individually a tool for the mutation analization and 

also finding the tumor malignancy in patients. SOM 2C 

technique is the analysis for finding accurate cluster cores 

without outliers.The advantage of utilizing SOM is that it is 

extremely basic, straightforward and they work exceptionally 

great. Self Organizing Map effectively groups the related 

information and  also these maps can be easily assessable 

their  class, with the goal that we can ascertain a decent guide 

and the maximum matches between the nodes [14]. Another 

procedure which is utilized as a part this paper is P3C system, 

which is  used to classify as different clustering cores.           

Projected Clustering via Cluster Cores algorithm is one of the 

well known clustering algorithm which is utilized to 

characterize the various cluster cores. Data sets fit to various 

clusters. In this technique, for a development on the capacity 

that the enrollment level of a point in every cluster, 1 will be 

added for every similarity. We have utilized the benefits of 

both techniques, SOM with P3C named a hybrid technique 

called SOM2C procedure independently as one of the 

apparatus for the examination of tumor. The undertaking of 

objects which are in group of articles by their similitude to 

each other, with the end goal that similar items are situated in 

one cluster(group) and unique articles (dissimilar objects) are 

situated in another cluster. clustering strategies are utilized as 

a part of a few zones of science, industry and society and play 

a vital part for information preprocessing, investigation and 

hypotheses generation.  
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Substantial clustering methodologies were created such as  

Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. These algorithms 

are a subsection of existing methodologies which are utilized 

as a part of various applications. The greater part of the 

conventional methodologies think about all attributes of 

clustering turns out to be less important with a developing 

number of measurements because of the supposed curse of 

dimensionality.The scourge of dimensionality expresses that 

with a developing number of measurements the separations 

between objects turn out to be increasingly similar, to such an 

extent that no meaningful gathering is conceivable any 

longer. Furthermore, the issue of insignificant or noise 

measurements obtain. Noise dimensions prompt an 

undesirable dissipate of the data pints and conceal the 

genuine cluster patterns of the information. Diverse 

methodologies for this issue have been explored in addition 

to other things anticipated and subspace clustering 

algorithms. There, one expect that exclusive a subset of 

measurements is applicable for a cluster and the rest of the 

measurements are commotion. Projected clustering 

approaches require a unique kind of tasks of focuses to form 

into clusters. Projected clustering algorithm is capable of 

distinguishing  various  different clusters[15]. A wide 

analysis of the current algorithms demonstrated that the P3C 

(Projected Clustering via Cluster cores) algorithm has a 

parallelization-accommodation(friendly) structure and is 

well appropriate for preparing extensive data volumes [16]. 

P3C is the first accurate solution for finding precise cluster 

cores[17].  We will also point out different problems, which 

occur when trying to perform SOM on huge data sets and 

present our solution – SOM with the P3C algorithm .In this 

paper the Section1 consists of  introduction and Section2 

consists of related work. Section3 introduces SOM2C 

technique, which consists of various steps. In the first place, 

areas relating to various clusters onto single parameter are 

processed. Second,  spatial regions identify the different 

cluster cores. Third, formed cluster cores are again refined 

into different projected clusters with anomalies  detection and 

the pertinent attributes for every cluster are resolved. The rest 

of the paper is sorted out as takes after. Section4 portrays our 

algorithm. Section5 presents a broad exploratory evaluation 

of SOM2C. Section5 audits work related to this paper. 

Section 6 concludes the paper. 

A self organizing map is a cluster formation technique. It 

comprises of various elements named as nodes. It is an 

unsupervised technique. The classification of high 

dimensional information sets into similar feature clusters can 

be done by SOM unsupervised clustering technique. Self 

Organizing Maps utilize the adjacencyfunctions which are 

distinctother thanartificial neural network systems, to protect 

the topological characteristics-space of the inputdata. The 

nodes are arranged in the manner of hexagonal  grid 

otherwise in  rectangular lattice. self organizing map’s 

mapping takes place in the form of high range dimensional  to 

lower  range dimensional data  input space. A vector should 

be considered which is taken from the given input data, after 

that that the node’s path coordinates will be imputed to the 

taken vector in order to discover the node with it’s nearest 

weight vector. This preparation utilizes focused learning. 

When ever a node’s training data is given to the map’s 

network, The distance measure called the Euclidean distance 

to all weight vectors will be calculated and the nodes having 

the weight vectors  will be compared to the data. Which 

nodes are utmost indistinguishable to the information are 

named as the best matching neuron’s vector called Best 

Matching Unit(BMU). The weights of BMU and its closest 

nodes are balanced headed for the given input node’s vector 

in the matrix map  representation of Self Organizing Maps. In 

best matching unit(BMU) , the change presented in 

magnitude diminishes with the amplitude and time. So the 

consideration of closest nodes to BMU is one and for 

remaining nodes it should be zero.Irrespective of functional 

procedure, the adjacency procedure work contracts with time 

[14]. In that same dimension Every node consists of a  

relating weight vector.On each progression of the learning 

procedure an arbitrary vector is selected over the basic data 

set and after that the most similar neuron from the coefficient 

vector which is also called best-matching neuron is find out. 

Choose the winner that isalike with the input space vector. 

The space measure among the vectors is typically estimated 

in the form of Euclidean distance measurement that can be 

shown by the below equation (1). 

‖y-Wc ‖=mini {[y-Wi]}                                                                                                     

(1) 

Where, y is the node, Wc is the leading node vector.Wi is the 

weight given to the vector. The updatedcoefficients of the 

calculated weight vector can be ascertained by the below 

givenequation (2) 

Wi(a+1)=Wi (a) + lci(a)* {y (a)-W (a)}.       

 (2) 

In the above equation  'a' is the time number which is a 

discrete-time record, y(a) is the vector which  is acquired by 

choosing an example haphazardly for emphasis a. The 

method lci(a)is called neighborhood method and it 

corresponds to a decreasing method of time and the 

separation between the winning neuron and its adjacent 

neurons on the matrix. Toward the starting, the self 

organizing map boots on overall region if  the area is 

enormous along with the weights are gathered to nearby 

gauges ,continued until the area minimized to few nodes. The 

procedure is rehashed for every considered vector. As per the 

weight winning vectors, the categoral nearest neurons will be 

framed into various clusters to handling all categorical 

attributes in the present Self Organizing Maps preparing 

process is turned to a preprocess, for example, each and every 

categoral values presented in binary encoding will be 

transformed into a set containing binary values in such a 

manner that every different categorical attribute’s  value is 

accomplished  to one among the binary elements. 

Subsequently, by way of the change, each and every 

categorical type values will be transformed into binary 

values, which would finally  be considered as binary values 

containing the area of {0,1}. Thus, a prepared SOM can't 

produce accurate topological request when absolute attributes 

are included and like each other in a distinct degree [19]. The 

self-organizing map (SOM), is a learning algorithm [20], 

gives off an impression of being appropriate for 

topology-preserving  analization of  multi-dimensional 

information. The self-organizing map (SOM), as a learning 

algorithm [20], appears to be suitable for 

topology-preserving analysis of multi-dimensional data. The 

drawback of using with SOM is in-order to form the clusters, 

along with clusters the outliers will obtain. 
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 But SOM is unable to detect the outliers effectively . So in 

order to rectify this problem with SOM we are introducing a 

technique called P3C (Projected Clustering via Cluster 

Cores). P3C is the  projected cluster  formation algorithm 

which can be implemented on both numerical as well as 

categorical type  data sets [21],which can able to form 

different clusters accurately and can also able to detect the 

outliers effectively.  Projected clustering technique divides 

an informational set into a few disjoint groups, in addition 

with outliers, with the goal that every cluster presents in a 

subspace. Clusters containing various elements will be 

accounted by subspace clustering presented in data sets of all 

the subspaces. We introduce P3C, a powerful and robust and 

accurate procedure for projected cluster formation which 

could able to find   projected clusters  efficiently in the given 

data space, while limiting the quantity of necessary attributes. 

P3C can able to discover underexceptionally broad  general 

situations the actual quantity of projected clusters and also it 

does not require the actual quantity of projected clusters as its 

input.  P3C can able to identify effectively less-dimensional 

spaces which are inserted in high dimensional spaces. P3C 

takes place amongst the two clustering techniques, subspace 

clustering and the projected clustering techniques, where 

P3C can able to compute both overlapping as well as separate 

clusters. For handling both categorical and numerical 

information there is a technique called P3C, which is the 

projected cluster formation algorithm. The procedure 

P3C(Projected Clustering via Cluster Cores) having  the 

below accompanying characteristics   1). For the given data, 

the projected clusters will be discovered by P3C effectively, 

along with being strikingly powerful to single parameter 

which it takes in the form of  input [22]. 2). low-dimensional 

projected clusters which are  implanted in high dimensional 

clusters could be found out very effectively by P3C 3). Every 

data point presented in data set may be assigned by P3C to 

more number of clusters when that data point fulfills the 

depiction of more number of projected clusters. 4). P3C is the 

first projected cluster formation algorithm which can able to 

perform both on numerical as well as unmitigated 

(categorical) informational points. 5). In order to handle 

numeric representational data, the clusters have been found 

out effectively by P3C with fluctuating placement in their 

valid subspaces. 6). P3C is scalable concerning huge data sets 

along with maximum number of attributes. Cluster cores will 

be refined in the form of projected clusters, anomalies are 

recognized, finally the attributes which are applicable to 

every cluster are resolved.  

 Let Cluˆ = {Clu1,...,Cluk}is the group containing concealed 

projected clusters  formed in the given dataset Z. The 

anticipated final projected cluster formation output is the 

arrangement of true signatures Mˆ :∀Clu∈Cluˆ∃! M∈ Mˆ : 

M is taken as the true signature of  Clu, and ∃! means ' there 

occurs exactly one' which means one true p-signature D ˆ 

contained in a  projected cluster. 

(Si, Ti), Ti = {b1,...,bp}, is a p-signature {D1,...,Dp} , where Di 

is the littlest intervel on attribute bi that contains the 

projections onto bi of the considerable number of 

focuses(points) in  Si, i = 1,p. The P3C algorithm 

approximates Dˆ by creating and refining a set of supposed 

cluster cores [17]. The calculated cluster cores Qˆ are thought 

to be approximations of projections of the genuine clusters 

Cluˆ. In order to refine the cluster cores the algorithm called 

Expectation Maximization (EM) is implemented. From the 

computed cluster cores the basic mean and covariance lattice 

values of the Gaussian elements will be  resolved [23]. A 

Gaussian product Gi is augmented to the initialization of the 

Expectation Maximization for every considered cluster core 

Qi. The Expectation Maximization algorithm is performed in 

the lesser dimensional subspace called Brel By taking only 

measurements which are relevant to at least one cluster 

core.Brel = {b ∈ B|∃Q ∈ Qˆ : b is relevant for Q} 

For a given  group contains q cluster cores,  Gaussian 

components namedGi
˜result of the Expectation Maximization 

procedure are transformed into  a group  containing  q 

projected clusters Cˆ = {C1,..,Cq}: Ci = (Si, Ti), with s ∈ 

Si⇐⇒ i = are max i∈{1..q} 

(p(s | Gi
˜ )) b ∈ Ti⇐⇒ bimportant for Qi, Since the 

Expectation Maximization calculation allocates all points 

outliers as well as true members to the computed clusters, 

then in order to detect the outliers, Then P3C algorithm 

implements standard multivariate anomaly identification 

procedures [24]. The utilized system first figures for every 

member 's' of cluster Ci, the Mahalanob is distance disMah 

inBrel  in view of the mean and covariance matrix of Gaussian 

componentGi. Nodes for the Mahalanob distance disMah  is 

bigger than compared to the basic estimation of  χ2 

conveyance considering |Brel| degrees of opportunity at a 

taken range α = 0.001 is treated as anomalies. Like the 

relevant interval detection step in the first place the executed 

Gaussian elements Gi
˜ of the Expectation Maximization 

algorithm are turned into a group of q projected clusters for a 

given group of cluster cores , the additional relevant 

attributes for considered cluster Ciwill  be calculated is by 

constructing a histogram for  applicants of considered 

clusterCi and also calculating Bistands for attributes which 

are  not equally divided. For each projected cluster Ci, a 

signature  is provided with:  

={Ib = (il ,b im, b)| b ∈ Bi} ∧ il,b= mins€Ci(sb) ∧ im,b = 

maxs€Ci(sb)  

The final output of the P3C algorithm is the group of result 

signatures  = {  |Qi∈ Qˆ}. 

In P3C algorithm to form the clusters it takes much time and 

after forming cluster cores it can effectively detect the 

outliers and those can be eliminated effectively and also can 

able to find the robust cluster cores. In SOM technique the 

outliers can’t be detected effectively and categoral data can’t 

be applied on SOM, but it can able to form the clusters 

effectively without outliers detection.  

Thus by combining the advantages of two techniques, we get 

a hybrid technique called SOM2C. The algorithmic 

representation of SOM2C can be shown as below. 

IV. STEPPING THROUGH THE ALGORITHM  

Algorithm for Cancer data using SOM2C 

(Self-organizing maps via cluster cores) 

Input: Cancer data set 

Output: find the clusters with cancer patients 

1. Arbitrary weight vector of a node is chosen from the given 

data set. 

2. Grab an input vector nodes. 
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3. The most similar  neuron vector also called as best 

matching neuron coefficient vector is recognized by 

calculating the Euclidean distance for  the given  input neuron 

vector and the adjacency node coefficient vector. Choose the 

neuron that is very nearer to the giveninput  nodevector [15]. 

The Euclidean distance measurement can be calculated by   

||y - Wc|| = mini{[y - Wi]} 

Where, y is the node, Wc is the leading node vector, Wi 

contains vector’s weight. 

4.  The neuron vector must be updated with the adjacent 

nodes of BMU by taking them nearer to the given input 

vector.Wi (a+1)=Wi (a) + hci(a)* {y (a)-W (a)}. 

where Wi(a)is current weight vector. 

5. Increase ‘a’ and perform the same operation from step 2 

until finding the best matching neuron vector,  formed into 

different  clusters. 

6.(The clusters formed by using the technique SOM will be 

given to P3C as input inorder to detect the outliers.) From the 

computed cluster cores, the Gaussian element’s early mean 

with covariance matrix dimensions are resolved. 

7. To refine the calculated cluster cores the procedure 

expectation maximization algorithm is engaged. The EM 

algorithm isexecuted in the lower dimensional subspace 

Brel:Brel = {b∈B|∃Q ∈Qˆ: b is relevant for Q}.The final 

Gaussian elementsGi
˜ of the Expectation Maximization 

procedure [25] are transformed into a group of q projected 

clusters Cˆ = {C1,..,Cq}: Ci = (Si,Ti), with s∈Si⇐⇒ i = 

argmaxi∈{1..q}(p(s| Gi˜)) b∈Ti⇐⇒ b relevant for Qi 

8. Thestandard outlier detection techniques will be applied by 

the SOM2C algorithm [24] (outlier detection technique). 

Thisprocedure first calculates for every partner ‘s’of cluster 

Ciandthe Mahalanobis distance can be calculateddisMah in 

Brelby basing on mean, covariance matrix of Gaussian 

elementGi. 
9. The additional relevant attributes for cluster Ci canfind out 

by constructing a histogram for the data points ofcluster Ci 

and also finds the attributes Bi which are not evenly 

disseminated. 

10.  For each projected cluster Ci, a signature  is 

provided with: 

={Ib = (il ,b im, b)| b∈Bi} ∧il,b= mins€Ci(sb)∧im,b = 

maxs€Ci(sb) 

11. The actual output of the SOM2C algorithm is the group of 

output signatures  = {  |Qi∈Qˆ}. 

SOM2C takes the inputdata and randomize the input 

vectorsand weights will be assigned to each and every input 

vector and finds the matching between the given input and 

the calculated weight vectors using the measurement called 

Euclidean distance.The node’s smallest distance will be 

selected and update the weights as shown above in (1). This 

will be repeated until similar input vectors which means 

minimum distance vectors formed into different clusters. 

Along with these different patterns of clusters, outliers are 

also obtained. So inorder to find the different cluster cores 

accurately with outlier’s detection we used the technique 

SOM2C. After finding clusters SOM2Ccomputes the true 

P-signatures of the cluster cores. From that calculated cluster 

cores the mean and covariance matrix values of the Gaussian 

elements are calculated.  : To refine the cluster cores the 

expectation maximization (EM) algorithm is employed. 

Resultof Gaussian elements consisted in the Expectation 

Maximizationalgorithm [25] are transformed into a group 

containing q projected clusters. Next to find or detect the 

outliers, The SOM2C algorithm applies standard multivariate 

outlier detection techniques there by outliers can be detected. 

:the additional applicable attributes of a cluster  can be 

calculated by constructing a histogram of SOM2C which are 

for the data points of cluster and  also finds the attributes, 

which are not evenly distributed. Hence technique forms the 

different cluster cores effectively and accurately. 

The flowchart representation of SOM2C algorithm is shown 

below figure 1. 

 
Figure.1 Flow Chart representation of SOM2C 

Evaluation of the proposed algorithm 

The experiments reported in this section were conducted on 

data sets that are considered from COSMIC 

(https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk) and the data is of having 584 

patients having phyllodes tumor in Breast Cancer data set, on 

which data, we applied  SOM2C technique. The phyllodes 

tumor shows the following somatic mutational genes which  

were presented in some of the patients. The x-axis shows the 

samples and the y-axis represents different  gene names and 

its frequency. The blue line represents the corresponding 

samples with mutational genes and the red line indicates the 

total number of samples taken in the data set.  

 
Chart.1 Mutated genes by tissue. 
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V. RESULTS 

An informational sets in the classification of somatic 

mutations presented in COSMIC data set  for that data sets 

the cluster values are consistently dispersed occurred in  

related subspace, for each and every projected cluster,  the 

number of considered attributes are equal, and also the 

calculated eigenvectors  and covariance matrix of every 

projected cluster presented in SOM2C are horizontal to the 

coordinate axes. cluster point values  are normally 

disseminated in their related subspace for given data sets, we 

guaranteed  the difference of group data points on personal  

pertinent dimensions is  in the range of 0 to 1 of  entire dataset 

with constant distribution various attributes. Different 

measures of overlap were presented among the projected 

clusters signatures. 

On the data taken from breast cancer 

datasets(https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk ),on the phyllodes tumor 

datasets, our proposed algorithm SOM2C(Self Organizing 

Maps via Cluster Cores)is implemented and could able to 

find out the two different clusters by finding the Euclidean 

distance and updating the weight vectors and also gathering 

the best matching neurons together  in the form of 

clusters.From that calculated cluster cores, in-order to 

eliminate outliers, the Gaussian elements  mean and 

covariance matrix dimensions are calculated  : To refine the 

computed cluster cores the expectation maximization (EM) 

algorithm is employed. The outcome ofthe EM technique’s 

Gaussian components [25] are translated into a group 

containing q projected clusters which means on this data set 

by using SOM2C technique we could able to determine two 

different clusters. One is mutational cluster and the other one 

is non- mutational cluster, without forming the presence of 

outliers . Figure.3 indicates clustering formation of cancerous 

(somatic mutations) and non –cancerous cells. This figure 

also indicates number of patients in the x – axis and 

mutational prevelance on y – axis. The figure represents the 

mutational cluster which shows in red color and blue color 

indicates non-cancerous cluster. Here we have taken 584 

patients and on the consideration of patients data sets some 

are having the mutational genes shown in chart 1 and some  

are not having the mutational genes.  By applying the 

SOM2C algorithm it could able find the clusters with and 

without mutations as shown in below  figure.   

Cluster formation using SOM2C technique. 

 

 
Figure.3 Cluster formation of the cancerous and 

noncancerous cells 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper analyzed and approved patient’s genes for breast 

cancer dataset by being identified by the SOM2C clustering 

technique which performs the mutational and non-mutational 

identification of breast tumor data, giving a more noteworthy 

knowledge of genes and pathways mutated(transformed) in  

breast tumor growth genes. It additionally displayed the 

difficulties in malignancy genome, for example, restricted 

quality and amounts of tumor tests, and also  structural 

variation recognition. somatic transformations variations 

being subject to a various set of evolutionary burdens, we 

recommend that genes found to have various variations over 

the populace can increase more somatic changes without 

encountering an extraordinary useful change. In this paper, 

we speak the disadvantages through the robust, accurate 

projected clustering algorithm SOM2C(Self Organizing 

Maps via Cluster Cores). SOM2C is depends on the 

calculation of so-called clusters.  The Cluster corescan be 

defined as domains of the information space patterns 

consisting of  ahuge range of data points, which  formsinto 

different cores of  patterned clusters. The generated Clusters 

are restrained into accurate clusters by removing the outliers 

and forming the relevant cluster attributes. Our experimental 

evaluation on given breast cancer datasets taken from 

COSMIC data sets  proves that SOM2C can certainly identify 

and classify the two different clusters, incorporating clusters 

in low-dimensional subspaces, and dissemination or quantity 

of related  properties, although it is being accurate to the main 

essential parameter. SOM2C reliably outflanks the best in 

class techniques as far asaccuracy, and it is robust to noise. In 

addition, SOM2C measures well with regard to large data 

sets along with maximumquantity of dimensions.  
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